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Experimental design

Experimental design

 Main goal: hypothesis testing
 We want to manipulate the participants experience and behavior in some 

way that is likely to produce a functionally specific neurovascular response
 What can we manipulate?

Stimulus type and properties
Participant instructions
Stimulus timing  fMRI design

Tight vs. loose comparisons: face processing

+

+

Baseline
Face processing:
Control for object

Specific faces:
Control for fameBetterStimuli

Loose
contrast

Tight
contrast



Reference or control condition

Left-wing Center Right-wing

Assumption I: pure insertion

 Example: How long does it take to choose between alternatives?
(Mental Chronometry)

 A random series of A’s and B’s presented and the subject must:
Task 1 - Respond whenever event A or B occurs (RT1)
Task 2 - Respond only to A not to B (RT2)
Task 3 - Respond X to A and Y to B (RT3)

 RT1 = RT(detect) + RT(response)
RT2 = RT(detect) + RT(discrimination) + RT(response)
RT3 = RT(detect) + RT(discrimination) + RT(choice) + RT(response)

RT(discrimination) = RT2 - RT1
RT(choice) = RT3 - RT2

 Critique: assumption of pure insertion
Cognitive processes can be added to a pre-existing set of cognitive 
processes without affecting them
 test for interaction in factorial design

Friston et al 1996

Factorial design



Test for interaction

Friston et al 1996; Price & Friston 1997

P x R



Assumption II: linearity of BOLD response

Linearity:
“Do things really add up?”

red = 2 - 1

green = 3 - 2

Sync each trial response 
to start of trial

Not entirely linear but 
good approximation

Dale & Buckner 1997

Experimental design types

 Blocked design
Multiple trials of the same condition are presented sequentially

 Event-related design
Trials of different conditions are (pseudo) randomized

 Mixed design
Events within blocks

Blocked designs

 Blocked designs segregate different cognitive tasks into distinct time 
periods

 Contrasting experimental conditions
 Contrasting with (active) baseline



Blocked designs

 Task A vs. Task B (… vs. Task C…)
Example: Squeezing Right Hand vs. Left Hand
Allows you to distinguish differential activation between conditions
Does not allow identification of activity common to both tasks
Can control for uninteresting activity

 Task A vs. No-task (… vs. Task C…)
Example: Squeezing Right Hand vs. Rest
Shows activity associated with task
May introduce unwanted results (no matching)

Task A Task B Task A Task B Task A Task B Task A Task B

Task A Task BREST REST Task A Task BREST REST

Baseline?

Gusnard & Raichle 2001

Non-task processing (or the default mode network)

 In experiments activation can be greater in baseline conditions than in 
task conditions

 Suggests the idea of baseline/resting mental processes:
Mind-wandering
Internal representations (memory retrieval)
Awareness (of self)

Gusnard & Raichle 2001

Deactivations Resting metabolism



Power in blocked designs

 Summation of responses 
results in large signals then 
plateaus (at 8-16 s duration)

 Duration does not plateau

Stimulus 
duration and 

interval 
short 

compared 
with HRF

Optimal efficiency

 HRF functions as filter and determines optimal efficiency (f=0.03Hz):

Fourier transform

Optimal efficiency
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Fourier transform



Optimal efficiency

 In other words, a blocked design with 16s ON – 16s OFF:

Fourier transform

High-pass filtering

power spectrum

noise

signal
(eg infinite 30s on-off)

fMRI contains low frequency 
noise:

Physical (scanner drifts)
Physiological (aliased)

cardiac (~1 Hz)
respiratory (~0.25 Hz)

aliasing

highpass
filter

power spectrum

High-pass filtering

 Blocks not too far apart in time
(SPM default high-pass filter 1/128 Hz)

 Not too many conditions

 Compute correlations between conditions and high-pass filter 
(SPM):
Design magic (Matthijs Vink)
http://www.ni-utrecht.nl/downloads/d_magic



Pros and cons blocked designs

Advantages

 Detection power
Short task (>2 min)

 Simple and robust specification

Dependent on research question

 Mental/affective states
when of interest

 Habituation (during experiment)

Disadvantages

 No individual trials
No (pseudo) randomization
Oddball designs
Post-hoc trial selection
(eg, accuracy, memory)

 Mental/affective states (carry-
over) when not of interest

 Habituation (within blocks)

Event-related designs

 Presentations of trials (events) from different experimental conditions are 
interspersed in (pseudo) randomized order, rather then being blocked 
together by condition

 Contrasting experimental conditions
 Contrasting wrt baseline (or null events)

Pros and cons event-related designs

Advantages

 Individual trials:

Randomization
(eg, carry-over, expectation)

Trial-by-trail analysis
Oddball designs
Post-hoc sorting of trials
(eg, accuracy, memory)

 Estimation of HRF shape
amplitude+width+onset

Disadvantages

 Lower detection power
Longer experiments

 Sensitive to errors in HRF 
specification



Null Events (A+B)

Null Events (A-B)

 Example: Null events

A B
A 0.33 0.33
B 0.33 0.33

=> AB-BAA--B---ABB...

 Efficient for differential 
and main effects at short 
SOA

Efficiency with multiple conditions

Josephs & Henson 1999

Saturation

“Jittering”

 Typical TR for EPI at 3mm spacing
was ~ 4s (ten years ago)

 Sampling at [0,4,8,12…] post-stimulus 
may miss peak signal

 Higher effective sampling by:
1. Asynchrony (eg SOA=1.5TR)
2. Random Jitter (eg SOA=(2±0.5)TR)

 Better response characterization
 Arguably higher power at short SOA:

Stimulus (random jitter)

Scans TR=4s

Sampling rate=2s

Dale 1999; Miezin et al 2000

Efficiency event-related designs

 Optimal design for one contrast may not be optimal for another 
 With randomized designs

optimal SOA for differential effect (A-B) is minimal SOA
optimal SOA for main effect (A+B) is 16-20s (without null events)

 Null events improve efficiency for main effect at short SOAs
(at cost of efficiency for differential effects)



Number of events

 Number of significant voxels with cluster test at P<0.001
 Small gain after 25 trials
 No gain after 50 trials

 Group studies:
Statistical power is
mainly determined by
number of subjects

Murphy & Garavan 2005

Mixed designs

 “Blocks” of trials with varying SOAs:
Blocks are modeled as epochs (sustained or “state” effect)
Trials are modeled as events (transient or “item” effects)
(normally confounded in blocked designs)

 Allows inference whether a mental state modulates BOTH
1) baseline activity (state-effect; eg, memory load) 
2) evoked response (item-effect, eg, item retrieval)

 High correlation between regressors:
needs varying (some short, some long) SOAs between trials to 
decorrelate epoch and event-related covariates

 Tension between maximizing fMRI efficiency to separate item and state 
effects, and maximizing efficiency for each effect alone, and between long 
SOAs and maintaining a “cognitive set”

Required number of subjects

 Event-related design
 81 subjects split over groups of N
 Reliability (kappa): fraction of correct classifications corrected 

for chance
 Sensitivity: proportion of putative true positivesReliability Sensitivity

Thirion et al 2007



Resources

 Rik Henson’s web page and slides
CBU Imaging Wiki
http://imaging.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/imaging/DesignEfficiency

 Huettel, Song & McCarthy (2004). Functional magnetic resonance 
imaging. Sunderland: Sinauer.

 Aguirre & D’Esposito (2000). Experimental design for brain fMRI. In 
Moonen & Bandettini (Eds.), Functional MRI (pp. 369-380). Berlin: 
Springer Verlag.

 Slides from
Methods for Dummies (UCL; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/mfd/)
David Glahn
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